LOW EMF DEVICES
RF Kill Box™
Shielding So Good That Your Phone Won’t Ring
Most cellphone shielding products are designed to reduce
radiation to the user while still allowing the phone to
function. This means that some radiation can still get to the
phone… and some radiation can still get out of the phone!
But sometimes you need to completely kill the signal. The
RF Kill Box is a full-metal shielding jacket with very high
shielding performance.
You probably know that different phones have differing
signal quality… depending on your carrier, your location, and your phone model. A strong
signal is harder to kill. In our tests, 99% of the phones we tested would not function when
in the Kill Box under any circumstances.
The metal slip on cover is quick and easy to use and provides a good seal. Inside diameter
is 95mm (3 3/4”) and the height is 170 mm (6 5/8”). Large enough to hold most phones,
but check your dimensions. RF Kill Box (Cat. #R316) ……………………………….. $18.65

EMP CAN™
Versatile Shield for Both RF and Magnetic Fields
Homeopathic remedies, credit cards and passports with chips, and
electronic equipment can all be compromised by exposure to
electromagnetic fields. The EMP Can™ is a great air-tight way to
store these items and protect them from outside EMF influences
including low grade EMP. Shields both radiofrequency and magnetic
fields by 95% or more. All metal construction, nice wide mouth and
quick-close latch keep contents secure.
In addition, you can put a radiation source (such as a mobile phone
or magnet) inside the EMP Can to contain the field. 3.6" wide x 6.5"
high. EMP Can™ (Cat. #R339) …………………………….. $14.95

EMF CAUTION SIGNS
Makes A Bold Statement
Whether you have a
hazardous environment
at work, or you want to
emphasize the dangers
of EMF exposure at home
or school, you can post
these colorful signs in an
obvious place to alert
everyone
about
your
concerns. Both are made
of plastic for indoor or
outdoor use.
Caution: Electromagnetic is 5x7 inches

Caution: RF Radiation is 7x10 inches

Caution: Electromagnetic (Cat. #R602) … $9.95
Caution: RF Radiation (Cat. #R603) ……. $12.95
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